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WELCOME!



● Build an understanding of the 
connection between 
Transformative SEL and 
Performance-Based Assessment 

● Inspire to design tasks that 
incorporate student voice, 
agency, and sense of belonging 

Purpose of 
Today’s 
Meeting



Meeting Norms

Overview of CEIF

Overview of CPS SEL & PBA Work

Transformative SEL - Tyrone Martinez-Black

PBA - Dr. Karin Hess

Breakouts

Question & Answer

Wrap Up

Today’s 
Agenda



Mindsets and Engagement

● Be Curious!

● Ask Questions!

● Share What You Know!

● Cameras on if possible

● Participate

● Be present



To support the implementation of innovative 
instructional models as strategies for 

dismantling systemic inequities in traditional 
educational approaches



Schools Interested in Innovating

7

Community of Practice Newsletters & Blogs Resources



Overview of 
CPS SEL and 
PBA Work



Two Sets of Competencies in CBE

English

Academic 
Competencies

Adaptive 
Competencies

Adaptive Pacing Tool

Key Elements of Competency-Based Education

***Adaptive Competencies are SEL, 21st century, and employability skills

https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1NXYb1Hpgff5yA4X2KCPvlDB1t_yvX4liaVz314sliV0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15nZsO8jPVk3LlwbT1_xxpCUoIUUIhIfS925zh6GT2SU/edit


Characteristics of Adaptive Pacing Indicators 

Performance-Based Assessment: 
Assessments are designed to provide 
students with an opportunity to apply 
knowledge and skills in a way that 
aligns with their interests. 

❏ Skills or knowledge students will demonstrate through the task (Graduation competencies and 
performance indicators) are clearly identified

❏ Scoring criteria clearly defines levels of proficiency and are shared with students in advance of an 
assessment 

❏ Habits of work are assessed separately from academic knowledge and skills
❏ Assessment is culturally relevant and provides opportunities for student choice
❏ Assessment requires higher-order thinking: application, analysis, evaluation, or creation in alignment with 

the indicators being assessed, or the use of complex or novel sources or texts
❏ Students have multiple methods of assessment 
❏ Teachers are calibrated on the quality of assignments & scoring of student work

CBE School Leaders expressed 
the need for PBAs to be 
academic, metacognitive, and 
culturally relevant in the 
Adaptive Pacing Tool

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1utMYOn1grPaQIi-PX4lvVrVSCoqeTnGfleRVJjjWLoc/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.greatschoolspartnership.org/proficiency-based-learning/assessment-verification/verifying-proficiency-scoring-criteria/
https://www.edglossary.org/proficiency/


Key Adaptive Competencies

● Agency
● Adaptability & Flexibility
● Collaboration
● Leadership

CBE Key Adaptive Competencies



CPS CBE Adaptive 
Competencies

CBE CPS Adaptive Competency Descriptors CPS Graduate Profile ISBE Standards

Collaboration

I can work with others 
towards a common 
goal by sharing my 
ideas and 
incorporating the ideas 
of others through 
effective 
communication, 
respecting the various 
perspectives of others, 
and carrying out a 
thoughtful and 
organized plan

Self-awareness & Self-management

● I know, understand, and acknowledge my personal triggers 
and practice responding to ideas rather than the person 
advancing them.

● I integrate new ideas into my work by working with others to 
enhance resources and gain additional knowledge or skills. 

● I take personal responsibility for my actions and 
demonstrate an understanding of how my own 
strengths and limitations impact the group.

Inquisitive Learner

Enthusiastically participate in class and 
collaborate with teachers and peers.

Identify and manage one’s emotions and behavior 
(GOAL 1A)

Recognize personal qualities and external supports 
(GOAL 1B)

Social Awareness & Relationship Skills

● I value diversity and synthesize experiences and 
knowledge from others while considering the significance 
of cultural norms, context, and audience to both include 
various perspectives and communicate my message 
effectively. 

● I speak with purpose, communicate effectively, actively 
listen and both contribute new ideas and encourage 
participation from others.

● I ensure that I balance the mutual interdependence of the 
group while working towards my own personal ambitions as 
well.  

Ethical and Collaborative Leader

Honor multiple perspectives in order to 
collaborate, creatively solve problems, 
and build consensus.

Engaged Community Member

Seek to understand diverse perspectives 
and take informed action in solidarity with 
others for the betterment of the 
community.

Recognize the feelings and perspectives of others 
(GOAL 2A)

Recognize individual and group similarities and 
differences (GOAL 2B)

Use communication and social skills to interact 
effectively with others (GOAL 2C)

Responsible Decision Making

● I have the ability to de-escalate potential conflict.
● I address the group’s power imbalances by ensuring equity 

of voice, anticipating potential conflict, and strengthening 
cohesion among participants. 

● I demonstrate the ability to move group efforts forward by 
assisting in the creation of norms, deadlines, and 
fostering inclusivity through encouraging others to share 
ideas. 

Ethical and Collaborative Leader

Analyze power dynamics and work to 
advance equity.

Demonstrate an ability to prevent, manage, and 
resolve interpersonal conflicts (GOAL 2D)

Consider ethical, safety, and societal factors in 
making decisions (GOAL 3A)

Apply decision-making skills to deal responsibly with 
daily academic and social situations (GOAL 3B)



Transformative
SEL

Tyrone Martinez-Black
Practice Integration Specialist

“At CASEL, Tyrone is the MVP of 
representing connections and leaning 

into complexity for the sake of 
making space for everyone to thrive.”

https://casel.org/about-us/staff-consultants/#martinez-black


Beginning with 
inquiry

What about your 
approach to CBE/PBA 
presents a problem or a 
‘burning’ question?



Learn more: casel.org

The 
CASEL 5...
Five broad and interrelated areas 
of competence:

• Self-awareness
• Self-management
• Social awareness
• Relationship skills
• Responsible decision-making 



Learn more: casel.org

Our framework takes a systemic 
approach that emphasizes the 
importance of establishing equitable 
learning environments and 
coordinating practices across key 
settings of classrooms, schools, 
families, and communities to enhance 
all students’ social, emotional, and 
academic learning. 

The Key 
Settings...



Transformative SEL

A form of SEL “aimed at redistributing power to promote 
social justice through increased engagement in school and 
civic life. It intentionally points to competencies and 
highlights relational and contextual factors that help 
promote equitable learning environments and foster 
desirable personal and collective outcomes. 
Transformative SEL is a process whereby young people 
and adults build strong and respectful relationships that 
facilitate co-learning to critically examine root causes of 
inequity and to develop collaborative solutions that lead to 
personal, communal, and societal well-being.”
From Transformative Social and Emotional Learning:In Pursuit of Educational Equity 
and Excellence - Robert J. Jagers, Alexandra Skoog-Hoffman, Bloodine Barthelus, 
Justina Schlund

https://www.aft.org/ae/summer2021/jagers_skoog-hoffman_barthelus_schlund
https://www.aft.org/ae/summer2021/jagers_skoog-hoffman_barthelus_schlund


Learn more: casel.org

SEL Focal Constructs 

Competencies Focal Construct

Self-Awareness Identity

Self-Management Agency

Social Awareness Belonging

Relationship Skills Collaborative Problem-Solving

Responsible 
Decision-Making

Curiosity



Belonging

Identity
Agency

Curiosity

Collaborative 
Problem 
Solving

CBE leveraged key 
components of the 
Graduate Profile to 

design the PBA 
Process



1. Identify a social, emotional, or civic problem that impacts 
the school community but isn’t currently being 
acknowledged or addressed.

2. Develop a plan to collect and analyze relevant data.
3. Collect and analyze the data.
4. Summarize the results and draw conclusions.
5. Develop a solution based on analysis of the data.
6. Create a text or other product to educate others about the 

issue. 

The Task of Building PBAs:



Bridging with Inquiry

What problems are we facing 
beyond schools? How would we use 
CBE/PBA skills/knowledge to resolve 
those problems?



Performance-
Based Assessment

Dr. Karin Hess
“Author and international speaker 

providing educators with 
research-based models for 

effective instruction and 
assessment, moving students 

towards greater engagement and 
deeper learning.”

https://www.karin-hess.com/


Performance-Based Assessment (PBA) “3.0”

Problem-Based Learning - Performance Tasks
A student-centered approach in which students learn about a subject by working in 
groups to solve an open-ended problem. This problem is what drives the motivation 
and the learning. The approach is also inquiry-based when students are active in 
creating/identifying the problem. (Center for Teaching Innovation)

Project-Based Learning - Extended Projects
A student-centered approach to learning focusing on developing content knowledge 
through extended projects addressing a real-world problem or answering a complex 
question. Students develop a public product or presentation (beyond the classroom) 
to share their learning. (Buck Institute)



“Personalized” PBAs & Brain Research 



David Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle
(Adapted by Hess, 2022)

•WHY is this important to me? Driving or essential question, launch the topic 
with media, video, case study, event, etc. (teacher-designed and open-ended)

•WHAT are the facts, themes, concepts? Generalize from individual ideas: 
readings, lecture, build concepts/schema/connections, active listening 
(teacher-directed “micro” lessons)

•HOW does this work in the real world? Groups process ideas, practice skills, 
collect data, investigate further (student-directed, teacher coaches)

•WHAT IF...I could apply it in a personalized way? Plan and develop a product 
to share, get peer feedback, self-assess, raise new questions or a call to action 
(student-directed, teacher coaches)



Think about PBAs as a series 
of increasingly complex 
performance assessments, 
from formative to summative 
assessments.



Problem-Based 
Learning & 
Performance 
Tasks



Common PBL Design Features

1. A Challenging Real-World Problem, Issue, or Personal Interest 
with a Driving Question = Hook

2. “Launch” using an Entry Event to provide background, context, 
engagement, interest

3. Reinforces Specific Skills/Concepts to be Learned via Sustained 
Inquiry (Core Academic Content + Adaptive Skills)

4. Collaboration and Student Voice and Choice
5. Multi-faceted Assessments (including Peer Critique, 

Reflections, and Self-Assessment)
6. Public Sharing of Products = Evidence of Learning



Create a Product - Example: The One-Pager

What’s the story?

Personalize
reflections on a
text: 
● Quote(s) 
● Interpretations
● Illustrations





Create a Product Examples: What’s the (or your) story?

Create a 6-Word Memoir (or 6-Word Story)
• Introduce yourself or describe an issue or event of interest
• Only use a series of 6 words, illustrated visually (stills or video)
• edutopia.org/article/breaking-ice-student-made-videos

Create a Short Video to Tell the Story
• Analyze video examples for how to construct a story arc
• Identify an issue or story you’d like to tell
• Research and plan it (e.g., storyboard, shooting script, shoot 

and edit)
• whatsthestoryvt.com

https://www.edutopia.org/article/breaking-ice-student-made-videos
https://whatsthestoryvt.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=cedc5b0ba6be972131b49cacd&id=e1da6d146a&e=ddf92456d3


Self-Assessment & Self-Reflection
One of the Building Blocks to Deeper Learning

Asking a series of probing questions that increase in depth and 
complexity to uncover thinking.
Building schemas (mental models) in each content domain.
Considering ways to strategically scaffold learning for different 
specific purposes.
Designing complex tasks that emphasize evidence-based 
solutions.
Engaging students in metacognition and self-reflection before, 
during, and after each learning opportunity or lesson.



Hess, Colby, & 
Joseph, Deeper 
Competency-Based 
Learning, 2020





Breakouts

● What connections can you make between 
Transformative SEL and PBA?

● What did you hear that you think could be useful 
in your practice?

● What burning questions do you still have?



Whole Group 
Question & Answer



Resources
How Does SEL Support Educational Equity and Excellence? - Casel

Transformative Social and Emotional Learning:In Pursuit of Educational Equity and Excellence 

Dr. Karin Hess (karin-hess.com) 

APPLYING RIGOR TO PBL-CBE | Karin Hess, PhD (karin-hess.com)

https://www.edutopia.org/article/breaking-ice-student-made-videos

www.whatsthestoryvt.com

John Spencer’s PBL”How To”  videos

cps.edu/competency

CPS CBE Guiding Principles

CPS CBE Resources

ONLINE Adaptive Pacing Tool DRAFT 08.26.19 - Google Docs

CPS CBE Adaptive Competencies Framework

CPS Graduate Profile and HS Strategy

Great Schools Partnership

Aurora Institute - A New Dawn for Every Learner (aurora-institute.org)

Competency Pilot (isbe.net)

https://casel.org/fundamentals-of-sel/how-does-sel-support-educational-equity-and-excellence/
https://www.aft.org/ae/summer2021/jagers_skoog-hoffman_barthelus_schlund
https://www.karin-hess.com/
https://www.karin-hess.com/applying-rigor-to-pbl-cbe
https://www.edutopia.org/article/breaking-ice-student-made-videos
https://whatsthestoryvt.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=cedc5b0ba6be972131b49cacd&id=e1da6d146a&e=ddf92456d3
http://bit.ly/spencervideos
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/competency/home?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/competency/guiding-principles?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/competency/resources?authuser=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NXYb1Hpgff5yA4X2KCPvlDB1t_yvX4liaVz314sliV0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15nZsO8jPVk3LlwbT1_xxpCUoIUUIhIfS925zh6GT2SU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tDZ1urFwifn3oG5a_StyjdADuvZjxLGc/view?usp=sharing
https://www.greatschoolspartnership.org/
https://aurora-institute.org/
https://www.isbe.net/Pages/CompetencyPilot.aspx


Please take a few minutes to complete the 
EXIT SLIP for today’s session. 

Thank You!

https://forms.gle/vwEiJJkpec5w6mx78

